
 

Slenderman: The Exit Pages

I’ve been watching you for a while now. The way you looped
through the same office thrice, and forgot to switch off 
the light each time. The way you took four right turns 
and expected to reach somewhere new. I’ve seen a lack of 
spatial recognition before, but you’re quite talented. You 
want to apply for a scholarship to a new life, is it? I’m 
reminded of myself when I see you. But I hope your story 
is different. That’s why I want to help you out with these 
notes.

I always thought life would be different once I left the 
forest. I was sure I’d find a nice Slender Woman to settle 
down with and start a family. I would brush my children’s 
hair with my one and two-tacles, and flip pancakes with 
the other eight. Alas, my dreams were not to be. Who knew 



about these silly documentation procedures. What’s a 
residence permit anyway? 

I really hate paperwork :( People often tell me my 
drawings are quite terrible. It’s tough with tentacles you 
know, things tend to get all squiggly. But I’m sure you will
manage fine. Even if the drawings aren’t perfect, my notes 
are absolutely on point. There’s no way you can get lost 
with them. Make sure not to trigger too many false alarms 
though, else you will end up hiding in an office forever 
just like me. There’s an empty spot just next door by the 
way c:

Anyway, I hope you can make your way out safely before 
morning, it gets really hectic once the people start 
queuing up at 6am. But feel free to stop by for a visit 
again! It’s great to have someone to talk to. And also 
because I don’t have a copy of my Exit Pages!

How to use my pages:

• I made one page for each room, one side to help me 
identify the room, the other one to explain how to 
leave

• Most information for the room should be on its page 
if not stated otherwise

• Sometimes the drawings aren’t really about what you 
see but what the room is about





So, Marcus is the new intern and, as a 
member of the party committee, helps 

organizing the next 
office party. He s been’
working on a new 
dancing game for the 
upcoming get-together.
It is super fun, but I 
don t really like blinking’
lights :c

I ve noted the date 

’
somewhere on one of 

these pages but I forgot where...

He automated 

the game to 

start on the day 

of the party. I 

think he uses his 

computer for 

that somehow.

P.S.: You need a score of at 

least 3 but my h
ighscore is 9 :)





The new conference room has this super 
fancy presentation system which lets the 
speaker at the podium rotate the 
material and even the audience around! I 
heard, they have some really fruitful 
discussions here :D

Apparently, some people left meetings 
early in the past before they could get 
handed their materials and the boss got 
mad, so now you can only leave when 
everybody has their assignments and sits 
at the right spot (talk about control 
freak huh )…

The symbo
ls appare

ntly 

measure
 distance

 to 

the right
 position or 

something l
ike that.

 I 

suppose that 
happens 

when offices tr
y to be 

modern  and
 

‚ ‘
unconventional ...
‚

‘





The programmers 
Martha and Alessio
are famous for
asserting their
individuality in their
shared space. But
they get along
swimmingly, even
sharing their pictures each morning. In fact,
they lock their doors each day only 
after setting up the pictures they want 
to look at. I think they use this to play
a geeky joke on people trying to get 
out of their office (Not that I ever 
fell for it or something :( )

They've even found a way to bypass 

the cleaning staff by using Martha's exit 

Thursday thru Saturday and Alessio's 

side for the other days. 

It's eith
er right 

or wrong.

Alessio or Martha?
(The phone directory is noted somewhere...)
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Name Role Extension
Alessio Programmer 305
Gordon Operations 312
Gregor Secretary 177
Lisa Security 

Guard
467

Martha Programmer 143
Maya Clerk 266
MohammaadHR 537
Sandra Tech Support 873
Sunita System Admin 999
Yichen Intern 771
Zac App Rejecter 8

Ah I lost so much 

time in this darn 

room last time. 

Turns out they 

only accept the 

right person
at the right time. 

Luckily there was a nice 
stack of 

magazines in the cupboard last time to 

help me doodle.





NO idea what the 
constellations mean, 
apparently it s different every ’
day. I m also not sure if ’
Gordon knows or if he just 

frantically tries until something 

works (Quote Lisa: „It 

comes close to the pain of 

having to recalibrate all 

keycard readers in the entire 

office“. Actually, when I think 

about it, I think it is 
because she s mad)’
I got a sneek peek at Lisa s notes at some point and made ’
photocopies. How convenient would it be to try to open the door at exactly one of those days :)

I don t know if Gordon and Lisa hate each other or ’
not. Lisa opens Gordons door for him but only if he 
places things in a specific order. Lisa can then watch 
everything from her monitors in the security guards office. 
(I think all of this has to do with the fact that Gordon 
repeatedly lost his keycard and can t be trusted with a ’
new one according to Lisa)
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